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Bollywood Meets Tap:

undertaking a commissioned dance event

DavidWynen

David Wynen has appeared extensively in fheatre and television and his training has included all
facets of dance, drama and voice. He is currently dance/movement lecturer at the University of
Ballarat. His specijic research interests are centred on tap, and dance as a form of rehahilualion.

How do you respond to a dance commission when the choices are driven by limited resources
and the brief from a client? For a start, a piece driven by creative rather than commercial
forces is likely to have a different process and a different outcome. There are times when a
commissioned choreographer may accept work out of financial need rather than creative
interest and have to accept that a blank canvas is different to one with a pre-existing template.
This is what I had to face when I received a brief to create a Bollywood style piece for a

Commonwealth Games event in Ballarat; I had the template, but I knew little about it.
As a choreographer, where should I start? At the beginning? In the middle? Or where I find
the first response to the story or the music? Do works only happen in a linear fashion? This
would assume a beginning and an end, and a plot that can be followed. Are they divided into
sections? Or can choreographers merely join together disparate steps? Do they work on each
motif or narrative section and then move onto the next? There were many issues I had to
consider.
Prior to undertaking this commission the work practices I had instinctively used were parallel
to many other dance makers. I had learnt to choreograph through watching and working with
others, not consciously choosing to work in any fashion other than the one I was shown. The
search for knowledge to formulate Bollywood Meets Tap created an artistic tension between
the knowledge I had previously inherently used when choreographing and the knowledge I
had to search for and acquire to create this piece.
The commission came with varied constraints, as is often the case with commercial work,
including: the work's duration; the amount of rehearsal time available due to the voluntary
nature of the performers; the overall tight timeframe; and, a small budget to cover, wages,
workshop expenses and the hire or making of costumes. An initial briefing by the Ballarat
City Council and the Commonwealth Games Live Site representatives was followed by
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guidelines set out for the production: the piece was to run for 20 minutes and be suitable for a
broad audience. The production needed to encompass tap and Indian dancing, plus music
evoking Bollywood and its style - an unusual artd disparate combination of dance styles.
Final agreement on the terms of the piece did not occur till mid-December and the students
were to participate in eight to ten part-time days of rehearsal in late February for
performances scheduled for mid-March. I had six weeks beforehand to acquire what
information I could to formulate a concept for Bollywood Meets Tap and have it ready for the
rehearsal stage. This is an account of how I dealt with this commission, how I worked within
its constraints and resolved some of the challenges I encountered.
To begin, it was essential to decide what Bollywood meant to me and how much further my
knowledge could be broadened through research, given the limited creative development
period available. My specialisation is in Broadway/Musical Theatre tap, a style originally
formulated by the likes of Astaire and Kelly. This style was developed for the stage and then
taken to the screen utilising more of a ballroom look and ballet training. It is the most
common style in mainstream American culture with the best examples of this in Broadway
musicals like 4211d Street.

In recent years 1 have worked with American rhythm tap practitioners, such as Brenda
Bufalinoi\ Jason Samuels-Smith and Josh Hilberrn.anm. Such rhythmic tap dance is louder.
bas more rhythm and is more grounded than Broadway style and it requires much stronger
footwork, often in !capella fashion.
I decided that some preparatory research would help conserve both the limited rehearsal time

and restricted financial resources of the commission. It was necessary to examine and define
both tap and Bollywood, as well as further explore the concepts of narrative, abstraction, form
and genre.
Bollywood dance is a fusion of traditional Indian classical dance and modern dance, a style

often found in film clips. It has traditions in relation to its style, type of music, and dance
sequences. Importantly, a code of modesty is paramount in Bollywood dance. I was aware of
the cultural implications that the piece would have; however, upon further reading of
Bollywood: a History (Mihir 2006) it became evident that the only major considerations were

the constraints of modesty and the fact that Bollywood performers do not kiss or show any
sexual intimacy. Divia Patel depicts the flavour of Bollywood as:
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Wednesday 12th September, 2012

Mr David VVynen
University of Ballarat

Dear Mr Wynen,

2012 Cllatfona for OUtstandlng Contributions to student Leaming
On behalf of the Office for Learning and Teaching (OLT), I am pleased to advise that your nomination
for a 2012 Citation for Outstanding Contributions to Student Leaming has been successful. Please
accept my congratulations.
Your Vice.Chancellor and Institutional Contact Officer have also been notified of your soocess.

An email inviting you to the presentation ceremony for your region will be sent ta you shortly. The
email will provide details of the presentation ceremony, the number of guests we can accommodate at
the ceremony and how to register your attendance.

Thank you for the time and effort you devoted to preparing your nomination and congratulations once
again on your success.
Yours sincerely

Marguerite de Soula
A/g General Manager

Office for learning and Teaching I Hl&f\er Education OMslon
Department of Industry, lnnovatton. Science. f\esu'l'Ch and Tenlacy Education

www.oJt.oov.•u

